Cascade EF-GAN: Progressive Facial Expression Editing with Local Focuses
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Abstract

Recent advances in Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) have shown remarkable improvements for facial expression editing. However, current methods are still prone to generate artifacts and blurs around expression-intensive regions, and often introduce undesired overlapping artifacts while handling large-gap expression transformations such as transformation from furious to laughing. To address these limitations, we propose Cascade Expression Focal GAN (Cascade EF-GAN), a novel network that performs progressive facial expression editing with local expression focuses. The introduction of the local focuses enables the Cascade EF-GAN to better preserve identity-related features and details around eyes, noses and mouths, which further helps reduce artifacts and blurs within the generated facial images. In addition, an innovative cascade transformation strategy is designed by dividing a large facial expression transformation into multiple small ones in cascade, which helps suppress overlapping artifacts and produce more realistic editing while dealing with large-gap expression transformations. Extensive experiments over two publicly available facial expression datasets show that our proposed Cascade EF-GAN achieves superior performance for facial expression editing.

1. Introduction

Facial expression opens a window to people’s internal emotions and conveys subtle intentions [22] and there exists many research works on automatic facial expression recognition [44, 36, 45, 49, 45]. In this day and age of digital media, facial expression editing, which transforms the expression of a given facial image to a target expression without losing identity properties, can potentially be applied in different areas such as photography technologies, movie industry, entertainment, etc. It has been attracting increasing attention from both academia and industry.

Inspired by the recent success of Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) [10], several research works [30, 33, 7, 29, 6] have been reported and achieved very impressive facial expression editing results. On the other hand, existing methods are still facing a number of constraints. First, existing methods tend to generate incoherent artifacts and/or blurs, especially around those expression-rich regions such as eyes, noses and mouths. Second, existing methods tend to produce overlapping artifacts when the source facial ex-

Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed facial expression editing method: The introduction of local focuses (in EF-GAN) helps better preserve details and reduce blurs and artifacts. The proposed progressive facial expression editing (in Cascade EF-GAN) further helps remove overlapping artifacts and generates more realistic expression images.
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pression has a large gap with the target facial expression, such as transformation from furious to laughing.

The task of facial expression editing needs to maintain person identity. As humans, a natural way to identify facial images is to pay special attention to eyes, noses and mouths, largely because these regions contain rich identity-related information [1, 12]. On the other hand, almost all GANs-based facial expression editing methods [30, 33, 7, 29, 6] simply process the input facial image as a whole without paying special attention to local identity-related features, which could be one major reason why most existing methods generate incoherent artifacts and blurs around eyes, noses and mouths.

In addition, to the best of our knowledge, all existing GANs-based facial expression editing methods [30, 33, 7, 29, 6] perform a single-step transformation to the target expression. On the other hand, the single-step transformation often produces overlapping artifacts (around regions with large facial expression changes) while dealing with large-gap transformations due to the limitation of network capacity. Since facial expression changes are continuous by nature, a large-gap transformation should be better accomplished if the network decomposes it into a number of small transformations.

In this paper, we propose a novel Cascade Expression Focal GAN (Cascade EF-GAN) for progressive facial expression editing with local focuses. The Cascade EF-GAN consists of several identical EF-GAN modules in cascade that perform facial expression editing in a progressive manner. Specifically, an innovative cascade transformation strategy is designed which divides a large facial expression transformation into multiple small ones and performs facial expression transformation step-by-step progressively. Such progressive facial expression transformation helps suppress overlapping artifacts and achieve more robust and realistic expression editing while dealing with large-gap facial expression transformations. In addition, each EF-GAN module incorporates a number of pre-defined local focuses that capture identity-related features around eyes, noses and mouths, respectively. With the detailed identity-related features, the EF-GAN is capable of generating coherent facial expression images with much less artifacts. The results of our proposed Cascade EF-GAN are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The contributions of this work are threefold. First, we identify the importance of local focuses in facial expression editing, and propose a novel EF-GAN that captures identity-related features with several local focuses and mitigates the editing artifacts and blurs effectively. Second, we propose an innovative cascade design for progressive facial expression editing. The cascade design is robust and effective in suppressing overlapping artifacts while dealing with large-gap expression transformations. Third, extensive experiments show that the Cascade EF-GAN achieves superior facial expression editing quantitatively and qualitatively.

2. Related Work

**Generative Adversarial Nets:** Generative Adversarial Nets (GANs) are powerful generative models that simultaneously train a generator to produce realistic fake images and a discriminator to distinguish between real and fake images. One active research topic is Conditional GANs [26] that include conditional information to control the generated images. In addition, CycleGAN [50] adopts cycle-consistency loss and achieves image-to-image translation with well preserved key attributes. GANs have demonstrated their powerful capabilities in different computer vision tasks such as natural image synthesis [3, 16], image style translation [15, 50, 17, 24, 37], super-resolution [20, 38, 31], image inpainting [41, 43, 28, 40], facial attributes editing [6, 46, 39, 32, 25, 5, 4], face image synthesis [18, 13, 42, 35, 47], etc. The GAN-generated images have also been applied to different computer vision tasks [47, 13, 48, 23]. Our Cascade EF-GAN is designed to perform facial expression editing, with conditional variables to control the target expressions and cycle-consistency to preserve identity information.

**Facial Expression Editing:** Facial expression editing is challenging as it requires high-level understanding of input facial images and prior knowledge about human expressions. Compared with general facial attributes editing which only considers appearance modification of specific facial regions [46, 21, 32], facial expression editing is a more challenging task as it often involves large geometrical changes and requires to modify multiple facial components simultaneously. Very impressive progress has been achieved with the prevalence of GANs in recent years. For example, G2-GAN [33] and GCGAN [30] adopt facial landmarks as geometrical priors to control the intensity of the generated facial expressions, where ground-truth images are essential for extracting the geometrical information. ExPRGAN [7] introduces an expression controller to control the intensity of generated expressions, but it requires a pre-trained face recognizer for preserving the identity information. StarGAN [6] can translate images across domains with a single model and preserve identity features by minimizing a cycle loss, but it can only generate discrete expressions. GANimation [29] adopts Action Units as expression labels and can generate expressions in continuous domain. It also incorporates attention to better preserve the identity information. However, it tends to generate artifacts and blurs and cannot handle large-gap expression transformations well.

Instead of generating expressions on a whole face image as existing GAN-based methods, our proposed Cascade EF-GAN includes local focuses on eyes, nose and

---

1 Overlapping artifacts refer to the artifacts that original and target expressions are blended in the outputs.
mouth regions that help suppress artifacts and preserve details clearly. In addition, the cascade strategy edits expressions in a progressive manner, which is able to suppress the overlapping artifacts effectively while dealing with transformations across very different expressions.

3. Proposed Methods

Fig. 2 shows the overall framework of our proposed Cascade EF-GAN. As Fig. 2 shows, the Cascade EF-GAN consists of multiple EF-GANs in cascade that performs expression editing in a progressive manner. Each EF-GAN shares the same architecture, which consists of an Expression Transformer and a Refiner. Specifically, several pre-defined local focuses branches are incorporated into each EF-GAN module for better preserving identity-related features and details around eyes, noses and mouths. More details are to be discussed in the ensuing subsections.

3.1. EF-GAN with Attention-Driven Local Focuses

The generative model within EF-GAN consists of an Expression Transformer that performs expression editing with local focuses, and a Refiner that fuses the outputs from the Expression Transformer and refines the final editing. Expression Transformer. Fig. 2 shows the architecture of our Expression Transformer. Different from existing methods [30, 33, 7, 29, 6] that employ a single global branch to process the facial image, our Expression Transformer incorporates three additional local branches with pre-defined focuses on local regions around eyes, noses and mouths, respectively. The motivation is that convolutional kernels are shared across all spatial locations, but each facial region has distinct identity-related features. Simply processing a facial image as a whole with one set of convolutional kernels is thus not sufficient to capture identity-related details around each facial region. Inspired by [13, 47], our Expression Transformer tackles this challenge by processing facial images in both global and local branches, where the global branch captures global facial structures and local branches focus on more detailed facial features.

Specifically, the Expression Transformer takes a facial image and a target expression label as input. Similar to GANimation [29], we adopt the Facial Action Coding System (FACS) [9] that encodes expressions to Action Units (AUs) which can be extracted by using the open-source OpenFace [2]. We adopt the continuous AUs intensity as AUs labels to supervise the editing process. Given a source facial expression image, local focuses are first applied to the eyes, nose and mouth regions by cropping the corresponding local image patches. The landmarks for each local focus are also acquired by OpenFace [2]. The global facial image and its local patches are then fed to the corresponding
branches of the Expression Transformer for expression editing. Note all branches share similar network architectures without sharing weights.

We also incorporate attention in global and local branches for better details capture and artifacts suppression. The use of visual attention has been investigated in GANimation [29], where attention was designed to guide the network to focus on transforming expression-related regions. On the other hand, applying attention in a single global image often introduces vague attention responses as illustrated in column 4 of Fig. 3. This is because the global attention tends to focus on the most salient changes, e.g., the mouth regions in Fig. 3, whereas fine changes around the eyes and nose are not well attended. The exclusive attention in the aforementioned local branches helps to achieve sharper responses at local regions as shown in column 3.

Specifically, each branch outputs color feature maps $M_C$ and attention map $M_A$. With the original input image $I_{in}$, the initial output of each branch is generated by:

$$I_{init} = M_A \otimes M_C + (1 - M_A) \otimes I_{in},$$

where $\otimes$ denotes element-wise multiplication. This strategy eases the learning process greatly as the network does not need to output the initial results directly under the constraint of facial images statistics.

The Expression Transformer just generates initial expression editing as shown in Fig. 2. Specifically, the global branch captures global facial structures and features but generates blurs and artifacts around local regions due to the miss of local details. The local branches preserve local details better but they miss the big picture of the whole facial expression. The outputs of the two types of branches are therefore sent to the Refiner for fusion and further improvement.

**Refiner.** The Refiner is responsible for fusing the outputs of different branches of the Expression Transformer and generating the final expression editing. As Fig. 2 shows, the outputs of the three local branches are first stitched into a single image according to their respective locations within a facial image. The stitched image is then concatenated with the output of the global branch and fed to the Refiner to generate the final expression editing.

### 3.2. Cascade Facial Expression Transformation

**Cascade Framework.** Given an input facial image, the aforementioned EF-GAN is able to generate high-fidelity expression editing in most cases. On the other hand, our study shows that EF-GAN tends to produce overlapping artifacts around the regions with large expression changes while dealing with large-gap expression transformations. We refer large-gap expression transformations to those transformations that involve great appearance and geometrical modifications for editing the expression, such as transformation from furious to laughing. To address this constraint, we propose Cascade EF-GAN that performs expression editing in a progressive manner. Specifically, the Cascade EF-GAN decomposes a large-gap expression transformation into multiple small ones and performs large-gap expression transformations in cascade. It allows better preservation of facial structures and identity-related features as well as robust handling of large-gap facial transformations.

As Fig. 2 shows, the cascade expression editing is achieved by cascading multiple EF-GANs together, where the expression image from the previous EF-GAN is fed to the ensuing one as input for further editing. We empirically use 3 EF-GANs and Fig. 4 shows intermediate and final expression editing by the proposed Cascade EF-GAN. As Fig. 4 shows, the challenging large-gap expression editing is accomplished progressively in multiple steps, leading to realistic facial images of target expressions smoothly.

**Intermediate Supervision:** Another issue in implementing the progressive editing is how to include supervision information into each intermediate step. With the AU labels
of input expression and the target expression, the straightforward approach is to generate intermediate AUs by linear interpolation. However, such interpolated AUs may not reside on the manifold of natural AUs and lead to weird synthesis. We address this issue by training an Interpolator to produce the intermediate AUs. Specifically, we first generate pseudo intermediate targets by linear interpolation and extract the residuals between the pseudo targets and the original AUs labels of input expression. The original AUs labels and residuals are then fed to the Interpolator to produce the intermediate AUs for providing supervision for the intermediate expression. Besides, a discriminator is trained to maximize the Wasserstein distance between the real and interpolated AUs while the Interpolator is trained to minimize the distance between them, so that the interpolated ones cannot be distinguished from real samples. Note all EF-GANs use the same AUs Interpolator.

3.3. Learning the Model

Loss Function The loss function for training the proposed EF-GAN contains five terms: 1) the adversarial loss for improving the photo-realism of the synthesized facial expression images to make them indistinguishable from real samples; 2) the conditional expression loss to ensure generated facial expression images to align with the provided target AUs labels; 3) the content loss for preserving the identity information and consistency of the image content. 4) the attention loss to encourage the attentive module to produce sparse attention map and pay attention to the regions that really need modification. 5) the interpolation loss to constrain the interpolated AUs label has desired sematic meaning and resides on the manifold of natural AUs. The overall objective function is expressed as:

\[
L = L_{adv} + \lambda_1 L_{cond} + \lambda_2 L_{cont} + \lambda_3 L_{attn} + \lambda_4 L_{interp}
\]

where \(\lambda_1, \lambda_2, \lambda_3\) and \(\lambda_4\) are the hyper-parameters. In Cascade EF-GAN, the total loss is the sum of the loss of each EF-GAN with equal weights. Due to the limit of the paper length, please refer to the supplementary materials for the detailed loss and network architecture.

Training Scheme: It is difficult to obtain good expression editing if we directly cascade multiple EF-GAN modules and train them from scratch. We conjecture that this is largely due to the noisy facial images from the early-stage EF-GAN modules. Taking such noisy facial images as input, the later stages of the Cascade EF-GAN can be easily affected and produce degraded editing. In addition, the undesired editing will be accumulated, which makes network parameters difficult to optimize.

We design a simple yet effective scheme to address this issue. Specifically, we first train a single EF-GAN to perform a single-step facial expression transformation. Then, we use the weights of the well-trained EF-GAN to initialize all following EF-GAN in the cascade and fine-tune all network parameters end-to-end. With this training scheme, each EF-GAN module in the cascade will have good initialization, thus the intermediate facial expression images become useful to enable later stages to learn meaningful expression transformation information.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets

The Cascade EF-GAN is evaluated over Radboud Faces Dataset (RaFD) [19] and Compound Facial Expressions of Emotions Dataset (CFeED) [8]. RaFD consists of 8,040 expression images collected from different angles. We use the facial images captured by the 90° camera, leading to 1,608 facial expression images. CFeED contains 5,060 compound expression images collected from 230 participants. We randomly sample 90% for training and the rest are used for testing.

In our experiments, we crop the images into \(128 \times 128\) patches with faces in the center. The sizes of the three local patches (i.e. patches of eyes, nose and mouth) are fixed to 40 \(\times\) 40, 40 \(\times\) 48 and 40 \(\times\) 60, respectively. The center of each patch is the average position of the corresponding key points over all training samples.

4.2. Qualitative Experimental Results

The proposed Cascade EF-GAN is evaluated over two publicly available facial expression datasets described in previous section. Fig. 5 shows qualitative experimental results, where images in columns 1-5 are from the RaFD dataset and images in columns 6-10 are from the CFeED dataset. Each column includes an expression editing task, along with facial expression editing by state-of-the-art methods – StarGAN [6] and GANimation [29] as well as our proposed Cascade EF-GAN.

As Fig. 5 shows, state-of-the-art methods are prone to generate blurs and artifacts and even corrupted facial expressions around eyes, nose and mouth regions. Our Cascade EF-GAN instead generates more realistic facial expressions with much less blurs and artifacts, and its generated images are also much clearer and sharper. The better synthesis is largely attributed to the inclusion of attention-driven local focuses that helps to better preserve identity-related features and details in the corresponding facial regions. In addition, state-of-the-art methods tend to produce overlapping artifacts while handling large-gap expression transformations. Our Cascade EF-GAN instead suppresses such overlapping artifacts effectively, largely due to our cascade design that performs human-like progressive expression transformation rather than a single-step one. More results are provided in the supplementary materials.
Table 1. Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art on RaFD and CFEED datasets with facial expression recognition accuracy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>G</th>
<th>R + G</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RaFD</td>
<td>StarGAN [6]</td>
<td>92.21</td>
<td>82.37</td>
<td>88.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GANimation [29]</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.36</td>
<td>92.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>89.38</strong></td>
<td><strong>93.67</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFEED</td>
<td>StarGAN [6]</td>
<td>88.23</td>
<td>77.80</td>
<td>81.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GANimation [29]</td>
<td></td>
<td>79.46</td>
<td>84.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ours</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>85.81</strong></td>
<td><strong>89.25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Quantitative comparison with state-of-the-art on RaFD and CFEED datasets with PSNR (higher is better) and FID (lower is better).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>RaFD</th>
<th>CFEED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PSNR↑</td>
<td>FID↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StarGAN [6]</td>
<td>19.82</td>
<td>62.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GANimation [29]</td>
<td>22.06</td>
<td>45.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cascade EF-GAN</td>
<td><strong>23.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>42.36</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3. Quantitative Experimental Results

**Expression Classification Accuracy:** We follow the evaluation method of StarGAN [6] and ExprGAN [7] for quantitative evaluations. Specifically, we first train different expression editing models on the training set and perform expression editing on the same, unseen testing set. Then the generated images are evaluated in different expression recognition tasks. A higher classification accuracy indicates more accurate and realistic expression editing.

Two classification tasks are designed to evaluate the quality of the generated images: 1) train an expression classifier by using the original training images and apply the classifier to classify the expression images that are generated by different editing methods; 2) train classifiers by combining the natural and generated expression images to classify the original test set images. The first task evaluates whether the generated images lie in the manifold of natural expressions, and the second evaluates whether the generated images help train better classifiers.

Table 1 shows the expression classification accuracy on RaFD and CFEED (only seven primary expressions are evaluated for CFEED). Specifically, R means to train a classifier with original training set images then apply it to recognize the expression of testing set images. G means to use the same classifier (as in R) to recognize the expression of the generated images. R + G means to train classifiers by combining real and the generated images of different methods then apply them to recognize the expression of testing set images. As the table shows, our cascade EF-GAN achieves the highest accuracy in the first task, with 89.38% on RaFD and 85.81% on CFEED, showing its superiority in generating more realistic expression images. Additionally, it can help to train more accurate expression classifiers, where the accuracy is improved by 1.46% and 1.02% on RaFD and CFEED when our generated images are combined with real images in classifier training. As a comparison, StarGAN [6]
and GANimation [29] generated images tend to degrade the classification, probably due to the artifacts and blurs within their generated images.

**PSNR and FID:** We also evaluate the quality of the generated images with peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) [14] and Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) [11] metrics. The PSNR is computed over synthesized expressions and corresponding expressions of the same identity while the FID scores are calculated between the final average pooling features of a pretrained inception model [34] of real faces and the synthesized faces. As shown in Table 2, our proposed Cascade EF-GAN outperforms the state-of-the-art method by 1.01/ 3.19 under the measurement of PSNR and FID on RaFD dataset, and 0.91/ 1.92 on CFEED, respectively.

### 4.4. Ablation Study

We perform ablation studies over the RaFD dataset to study the contributions of our proposed local focuses and cascade designs. Several models are trained including: 1) **Baseline** where only global attention is adopted as GANimation [29]; 2) **Baseline + Local Focueses** (i.e. EF-GAN) that includes the local focuses branches into the Baseline; 3) **Baseline + Cascade** that includes the progressive editing (with 3 EF-GAN modules) into the Baseline; and 4) **Cascade EF-GAN** that includes both progressive editing and local focuses as illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 6 shows qualitative results. Each column represents an expression editing task and the corresponding editing by the aforementioned models. It is obvious that the Baseline tends to lose details around eyes and mouths, resulting in blurs, artifacts and even corruptions there. The generated expressions are not well aligned with target expressions either for a number of sample images. The Baseline + Local Focueses reduces artifacts and corruptions greatly, and generates clearer and sharper expression images. The inclusion
of the cascade strategy in Baseline + Cascade helps better maintain the identity features and face structure, and the generated expressions also align better with the target expressions. This is largely because the cascade design mitigates the complexity of large-gap changes by decomposing them into smaller steps. Finally, the Cascade EF-GAN which includes both the cascade design and local focuses is able to generate clean and sharp facial expressions that are well aligned with both target expressions and input identities, clearly better than all other models. This shows that the proposed local focuses and the cascade editing strategy are complimentary to each other.

We also conduct quantitative experiments to evaluate each proposed component in the Cascade EF-GAN. Table 3 shows experimental results. The quantitative experimental results further verify the effectiveness of the proposed local focuses and progressive transformation strategy.

4.5. Discussion

Continuous Expression Editing: Our Cascade EF-GAN can be easily adapted to generate continuous expressions. Given the source and target AUs, intermediate AUs of different stages can be derived with the Interpolator. Continuous expressions at intermediate stages can thus be derived with the intermediate AUs and the source images. Fig. 7 shows the continuous editing by Cascade EF-GAN.

Facial Expression Editing on Wild Images: Editing expression on wild images is much more challenging as the images are captured with complex background and uncontrolled lighting. Our Cascade EF-GAN can be adapted to handle wild images well as illustrated in Fig. 8, where the Cascade EF-GAN is first pre-trained on RaFD and CPED images and then fine-tuned with wild expressive images from AffectNet [27]. As Fig. 8 shows, Cascade EF-GAN can transform the expressions successfully while maintaining the expression-unrelated information unchanged.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a novel Cascade Expression Focal GAN (Cascade EF-GAN) for realistic facial expression editing. EF-GAN is designed by incorporating three local focuses on eyes, noses and mouths to obtain better preserved identity-related features and details. Such identity-related features reduce model's identity uncertainty, resulting in clearer and sharper facial expression images. In addition, the proposed Cascade EF-GAN performs expression editing in a progressive manner, decomposing large-gap expression changes into multiple small ones. It is therefore more robust in realistic transformation of large-gap facial expressions. Extensive experiments over two publicly available facial expression datasets show that the proposed Cascade EF-GAN achieves superior expression editing as compared with state-of-the-art techniques. We expect that Cascade EF-GAN will inspire new insights and attract more interests for better facial expression editing in the near future.
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